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ABSTRACT
Realistic 3D audio can greatly enhance the sense of presence
in a virtual environment. We introduce a framework for cap-
turing, transmitting and rendering of 3D audio in presence
of other bandwidth savvy streams in a 3D Tele-immersion
based virtual environment. This framework presents an ef-
ficient implementation for 3D Binaural Spatialization based
on the positions of current objects in the scene, including
animated avatars and on the fly reconstructed humans. We
present a general overview of the framework, how audio is
integrated in the system and how it can exploit the positions
of the objects and room geometry to render realistic rever-
berations using head related transfer functions. The net-
work streaming modules used to achieve lip-synchronization,
high-quality audio frame reception, and accurate localiza-
tion for binaural rendering are also presented. We highlight
how large computational and networking challenges can be
addressed efficiently. This represents a first step in adequate
networking support for Binaural 3D Audio, useful for tele-
presence. The subsystem is successfully integrated with a
larger 3D immersive system, with state of art capturing and
rendering modules for visual data.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 [INFORMATION SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS]:
Communications Applications—Computer conferencing, tele-
conferencing, and videoconferencing ; H.5.1 [INFORMATION
INTERFACES AND PRESENTATION]: Multimedia
Information Systems—Artificial, augmented, and virtual re-
alities; H.5.5 [INFORMATION INTERFACES AND
PRESENTATION]: Sound and Music Computing—Sys-
tems
General Terms
Human Factors, Design
Keywords
3d audio, tele-immersion, binaural spatialization, network-
ing, synchronization
1. INTRODUCTION
In one of the definitions of Virtual Reality [12], simulation
does not involve only a virtual environment but also an im-
mersive experience. According to another author [9], instead
of perception based on reality, Virtual Reality is an alternate
reality based on perception. An immersive experience takes
advantage of environments that realistically reproduce the
worlds to be simulated.
Thus the next challenge in tele-presence is tele-immersion,
where individuals that are geographically apart interact nat-
urally with each other in a shared 3D virtual environment.
Where teleconferencing allows participants to share a com-
mon space, tele-immersion allows them to share an activity.
3D environments and rendering are already well developed
as games and virtual environments. On top of that, 3D tele-
immersion enables participants to also be captured, recon-
structed and merged into such worlds seamlessly. In other
words, Visual and Aural 3D representations are not only
rendered and transmitted but also captured/reconstructed
on the fly in real-time, merging the real and virtual world.
Advances on 3D reconstruction and rendering – and the suc-
cess of consumer grade depth camera’s – enable, in real-time,
reconstruction of highly realistic representations of the par-
ticipants as triangle 3D models, point clouds or video plus
depth. Similarly, head-trackers and microphone arrays en-
able the capture of 3D immersive audio for tele-presence.
As many research have demonstrated the benefits of audio
as larger than visual communication in an interactive dia-
logue, we focus our attention to the 3D audio domain in
this paper. Firstly, we define the techniques used to ren-
der 3D audio in a virtual immersive environment. We detail
the implemented binaural spatialization technique, that can
simulate 3D audio and reverberation based on the user and
sound sources in the scene. Then we describe how audio
content is captured at the end points, with compact mi-
crophone arrays available in consumer grade depth camera’s
such as Microsoft KINECT. This allows a more sophisticated
scene acquisition with respect to monophonically captured
signals. Second we highlight the networking issues related
to the distributed nature of the system. We demonstrate
an architecture for flexible transmission of both bandwidth
savvy visual streams and loss sensitive audio streams. We
apply coordination and prioritization of the streams to limit
the effects of congestion introduced by bandwidth savvy vi-
sual streams. We also demonstrate the implementation of a
virtual distributed clock, that is useful for synchronization
of the streams and positions of the different sources and a
media stream synchronization mechanism.
2. 3D AUDIO
It is now clear that such a system will greatly benefit from
proper implementations of audio rendering. With a stan-
dard headphones system, normally, sound seems to have its
origin inside the listener’s head. This problem can solved
by binaural spatialization over headphones, which gives a
realistic 3D perception of a sound source located somewhere
around a listener. Moreover there will exists real-time and
complexity constraints that will push for implementations
able to fulfill such requirements. With 3D recordings, au-
dio, and rendering systems we mean techniques that aim to
create the perception of sound sources placed anywhere in
a three-dimensional space. It is important to note that a
properly rendered audio environment can enhance the sense
of immersion and presence in the scene, but the problem of
recreating an immersive experience is not trivial.
Binaural spatialization is a technique that, unlike other sys-
tems that require a consistent number of loudspeakers and
channels, aims at reproducing a real sound environments us-
ing only two channels (like a stereo recording). It is based
on the assumption that our auditory system has only two
receivers, i.e. the ears, that, in order to obtain a represen-
tation of the acoustic environment, exploits some physical
parameters of the signal called “cues” [14, 2]. There exist
mainly three different so called “localization cues”: ILD (In-
teraural level difference), ITD (Interaural time difference),
and DDF (Direction dependent filtering) — a filtering effect
with respect to the position of the sound source. While the
first two are regarded as interaural differences the latter is
essentially a monaural attribute that still works using only
one ear.
• ILD (Interaural Level Difference) [2] represents the dif-
ference in intensity between the ears and it is usually
expressed in dB. It is most effective for high frequency
(above 1 kHz) where the head act as an obstacle gener-
ating an acoustic shadow and diffraction on its surface.
• ITD (Interaural Time Difference) [2] represents the de-
lay of arrival of the sound between the two ears (usu-
ally expressed in ms). In a real context both the cues
cooperate in order to get a correct localization (even
if these two parameters alone generate the so called
cone of confusion [5]) of sound but they tend to work
on different parts of the spectrum (according to the
Duplex Theory originally proposed by Lord Rayleigh
in 1907 [6].)
For low frequencies, whose wavelength is bigger than the
radius of the head, the head itself does not act as an ob-
stacle giving no significative intensity variations as the wave
diffracts around the head. For this reason our hearing sys-
tem exploits the use of ITD. While the frequency increases
Figure 1: Overall communication architecture for
the virtual scene composition and rendering.
the period of the signal becomes comparable with the ITD
itself giving no opportunity to distinguish, e.g., between a
sound in phase because arrived at the same timing or shifted
by one period. So ITD becomes less useful for frequencies
greater than 800 Hz, while some evidence suggests that is
still possible to analyze changes in the spectral envelope up
to 1.6 kHz [8]. The previous two interaural differences alone
cannot account to explain how it is possible to distinguish
between: e.g. a sound located at an azimuth of 30◦ and a
sound with an azimuth of 150◦, because they will yield to
identical interaural differences. In this case a new effect arise
caused by a selective filter due to the different position of
sounds. This effect known as direction-dependent filtering
is caused by the shape and the position of the pinna.
If it is possible to deliver a signal equal (or nearly equal) to
the one which a subject would receive in a real environment,
this will lead to the same perception. It is well suited by
headphones where each channel can reach only the required
ear but also a pair of loudspeakers can be used taking into
account crosstalk and facing it with cancelation mechanisms.
Binaural spatialization can be achieved through various pro-
cesses, such as: equalizations and delays, or convolution with
the Head-Related Impulse Response (HRIR). The latter ap-
proach is the one we have followed in our work. In order to
obtain these impulses, many experiments involving the use
of a dummy head1 have been made, thus creating various
databases of impulse responses. Currently, most projects
using binaural spatialization aim at animating the source
while keeping the position of the user fixed. However, for
an immersive experience this is not sufficient: it is necessary
1A dummy head is a mannequin that reproduces the human
head.
to know at any time the position and the orientation of the
listener within the virtual space in order to provide a con-
sistent signal [10], so that sound sources can remain fixed
in virtual space independently of movements, as they are in
natural hearing [1]. It is worth to note that a proper recre-
ation of binaural cues can enhance the speech intelligibility
such as in the “cocktail party effect” (where the listener is
able to distinguish a single audio source in a noisy crowd)
and so the benefits are not only limited to a more pleasant
“aesthetic” effect.
2.1 Audio source: Capture of audio signal and
virtual scene composition
For appropriate rendering of the 3D audio from a remote
source, a number of different challenges arise. Audio should
be captured in real-time and transmitted over network to
the other participants in the virtual world. However the
audio signal is not enough to perform 3D audio synthesis
at the receiver. The audio source needs to be localized in a
virtual world, where both sender and receiver have the same
reference system. Fig. 1 shows the information exchanged
in the system to allow the Audio Subsystem at receiver to
perform the spatial audio synthesis. The information flow
from the sender is composed of two fundamental streams:
1. The mono-channel audio signal, captured at the source.
2. The position of the audio source in world coordinates,
according to a specific reference system.
With the aid of a scene information database, the receiver
is able to localize the audio source in the virtual environ-
ment, and compute the reciprocal positions of the listener,
whose position is well known by the receiver itself. Addi-
tionally, information about the room geometry can be used
for calculating sound reverberation and enhance the realism
of the listening experience. The scene information database
can be localized in any point of the network, as long as a
master entity (a server or the receiver itself) makes sure that
both source and receiver (slaves) share the same world co-
ordinates. Additionally, the information about the room ge-
ometry can be retrieved from the server or computed locally
at the receiver, allowing a unique and personalize immersive
listening experience.
As the audio source moves inside the scene, the informa-
tion about its position needs to be sent and updated at the
receiver in real time. On the contrary, a change in the lis-
tener’s position is only relevant locally to the receiver, and
although triggering a dynamic adaptation of the signal to
the movement (as explained in the next section) it does not
involve retransmission of parameters.
The transmission engine of this system needs to ensure that
the receiver has a constantly updated and reliable infor-
mation about the location of the sound source in space.
Synchronization of the position information with the audio
stream is vital to ensure coherent and timely spatialization
of the sound.
2.2 Audio rendering
Figure 2: The workflow diagram of the audio sub-
system.
Via this distributed system, the receiver is able to retrieve all
the necessary information to define: 1. the position and the
orientation of the listener, and 2. the position of the audio
source. Given this information, it is possible to calculate the
relative position of the listener with respect to the source in
terms of azimuth, elevation and distance, and which impulse
response to use for spatialization. Once the correct HRIR
is obtained from the database, it is possible to perform the
convolution between the monophonic audio signal in input
and the stereo impulse response (HRIR) chosen from the
database. A schematic overview of the system is depicted in
Fig. 2.
Since the system is dynamic, the position of both the listener
and of the source can change over time, an interpolation
mechanism to switch between two different HRIRs needs to
be implemented. We have designed a simple yet perform-
ing interpolation procedure based on crossfade to limit the
artifacts produced by the switch between impulses: the ap-
proach is computing two audio stream for each channel when
needed (current and previous impulse.) Then the new sig-
nal will gradually overcome the signal from other filter with
a crossfade function. As a performance issue it should be
noted that in a real time environment every redundant op-
eration should be avoided, this means that the procedure
take place only if a change has been detected in the “world”.
The next step is to perform the necessary operations for
spatialization: FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filtering or
frequency-domain convolution.
Technically we define i(x) as the input signal, hL(x) and
hR(x) as the impulse responses for left and right ear and
hL,R(x) as the output:
oL,R(x) =
{
i(x) ∗ hL(x)
i(x) ∗ hR(x) (1)
This technical choice depends mostly on the “size” of the
filter kernels. For short filters FIR filtering performs very
well, while, given the complexity, moving to longer impulse
responses (such as the ones of reverberant environments)
could lead to performance degradation. In the latter case
implementing convolution in frequency domain via FFT is
a convenient strategy. The computational complexity for
the former approach is O(n2) while for the latter is roughly
O(n log(n)), and thanks to the convolution theorem we can
rewrite it as to be the product of the spectra:
OL,R(x) =
{
I(x) ·HL(x)
I(x) ·HR(x) (2)
All the audio files used in the project are PCM uncompressed
files and have a sample rate of 44.1 kHz and a quantization
word of 16 bit. With this bit depth the theoretical dynamic
range is ∼ 96 dB. We can give then an “empirical” threshold
of 4096 samples for switching between time and frequency
domain approaches. The CIPIC database here used has im-
pulses of 200 samples, allowing for efficient FIR implemen-
tation while the longer BRIRs (Binaural Room Impulse Re-
sponses) for room simulation can easily be 1 sec long (i.e.
44100 samples.)
The proposed implementation is per se multiplatform, is
written in C++ and makes use of:
• Libsndfile for I/O;
• FFTW3;
• PortAudio for audio driver communication.
It is worth to cite that a number of different solutions and
strategies emerge here and it is worth to note that GPGPU
(General Purpose computing on Graphic Processing Units)
can be exploited (see [4].) Hybrid approaches CPU/GPU
can be implemented where the low latency of the CPUs can
be used to computer the direct path of the sound while the
extreme power of the GPUs, with appropriate systems to
minimize the I/O delay (see [13] for details), can be used to
add the reverberant part.
3. REAL-TIME STREAMING
Fig. 3 shows the immersive audio-visual media pipeline. At
the sender side, different types of media are captured in real-
time: audio, motion from sensors (for model-based avatars),
and visual data. These media data are compressed and sent
over a (lossy) IP Network to the remote destinations where
they are rendered in real-time. Transmission in Real-Time
of Visual data, such as video plus depth or reconstructed
geometry (triangle meshes and point clouds) over a lossy IP
network is challenging due to the high volume (byte size)
of the data. While other work studies the streaming of 3D
visual data, we are interested in reducing the artifacts such
streams may have on the quality of the 3D spatial audio. We
identified four technical issues of joint network streaming of
3D audio and Visual data that may reduce the quality of the
received audio. The specific challenges of joint streaming of
audio and 3D video are listed below.
1. Intra-stream synchronization: Due to the high volume
of data sent over the network and the routing mecha-
nism of IP Networks, packets will arrive out of order
with different amounts of transmission delay (jitter),
due to jitter the original time spacing between the au-
dio is lost, degrading intra-synchronization quality and
possibly the 3D Perception.
2. Distributed Position Synchronization: As the calcula-
tion of the FIR requires as input positions from other
sites, sites should have time accurate information of
the position of all objects in the scene in any given
time. Practice has shown that terminals synchronized
with the NTP protocol can still be out of sync more
than 50 ms, so NTP synchronized timestamps may not
be enough for accurate position synchronization.
3. Data loss due to congestion caused by high volume vi-
sual streams: (Random Early Drop) RED is employed
by IP-Routers to combat congestion of if the packet
volume increases. As the system sends both high vol-
ume visual and loss sensitive audio data, audio packets
in bottle neck links can be lost due to congestion in-
curred by the high volume visual streams.
4. Media Synchronization: Visual and Audio data should
be rendered synchronously to yield lip-sync. Existing
synchronization requirements for audio-video synchro-
nization indicate a maximum difference of 80 ms.
We developed a streaming component that addresses these
issues to minimize artifacts, in this case for binaural spatial
audio rendered that is based on positions in the virtual world
with several counter measures. 1. is solved with an appro-
priate jitter buffer, a buffer that holds a number of pack-
ets/frames, and restores the original order and inter-frame
timing. To address 2. we introduced an application layer
virtual clock, this is a clock that defines a globally synchro-
nized clock-time in the application. The globally synchro-
nized timestamps can be used to accurately calculate the
positions of the different objects at the remote terminals. To
combat 3. we introduce a multi stream-coordination compo-
nent. This components handles all networked media streams
jointly before sending packets to the network. Coordination
of streams can be deployed to protect audio streams, for
example by allowing the audio stream more bandwidth or
relative transmission time. To address 4. we implemented
a method for synchronization of audio and multiple visual
streams, based on existing synchronization requirements for
audio/video systems (a difference of about 80 ms).
3.1 Synchronized Virtual Clock
To accurately determine the time instants related to the
positions of objects in the virtual world, accurate wall-clock
time synchronization is required between the terminals. Nor-
mally, the Network Time Protocol (NTP) is used in the in-
ternet to synchronize the clock times of terminals between
different locations. However, measurements of NTP Clock
Time differences between servers and clients have shown that
Figure 3: Source location (left) and destination location (right) of the media pipeline.
time differences up to 60 ms can occur. Moreover, not all re-
ceiver terminals are NTP synchronized with the same NTP
network, and some are not NTP Synchronized at all result-
ing in even larger differences. For these reasons, NTP is
insufficient to achieve accurate clock synchronization for dis-
tributed position measurements as needed for spatial audio
rendering. Instead, we developed a virtual clock, that is syn-
chronized between the different terminals in the session via
the network and exists only within the application. The de-
ployed protocol is very similar to the precision time protocol
(PTP). The precision time protocol is an alternative proto-
col for synchronization of terminals in LAN/WAN Network
that can achieve better precision compared to NTP. Fig. 4
illustrates the operation of the virtual clock. One of the par-
ticipants is assigned as the time provider and shares its local
timestamps on request to the other terminals that synchro-
nize to this time. This is implemented by storing an estimate
of the time difference between timestamps of the provider
and the receiver client. The application then can obtain a
globally synchronized timestamp at any time, which is the
local system clock timestamp adjusted with this offset. The
offset is updated at a frequency of once per second, in order
to maintain the synchronization without increasing the data
rate. The sequence diagram of the update protocol and the
algorithm used to estimate the offset are shown in Fig. 5,
the client sends its local timestamp epoch to the provider,
and the provider sends back its own local and the received
epoch. The offset o is computed as
o = Tp− (T1c− T2c)/2 (3)
This formula is based on the assumption of symmetric de-
lays in the network, which is generally considered a reason-
able assumption. In the implementation conversion func-
Figure 4: Global Timestamp distribution for virtual
clock synchronization with local to global conversion
API
Figure 5: Sequence diagram for sync messages for
virtual clock synchronization
tions are implemented to convert from local system time to
the global system time, for example VCLOCK NOW gives
the current virtual clock timestamp, while the macro SYS
TIME(VCLOCK TIME) gives the local timestamp corre-
sponding to a global timestamp.
3.2 Network Stream Prioritization Component
The data generated in a 3D Tele-Immersive system in Fig.
3 is high in volume and requires a low transmission delay.
For such data Quality of Service (QoS) is desired, which
implies certain guarantees from the network on the maxi-
mum delay, the available bandwidth and the transmission
quality (package loss rate) of the channel (QoS parameters).
As the internet protocol is based on the best-effort prin-
ciple (which means package losses, delays and bandwidth
fluctuations), this is challenging to achieve. While there are
some examples of QoS protocols that are deployed in the
core service provider networks, generally only best effort
can be expected by an application in the internet. So of-
ten applications requiring QoS for Real-Time Media provide
some alternative ways to achieve it (i.e. based on efficient
error-resilient coding and/or bit-rate adaptation in case of
changing network conditions). These methods achieve the
desired QoS on the application level rather than the packet
(network) level. In practice, reasonable results are obtained
for traditional media services such as voice communication
(VoIP) and video in the internet by using efficient compres-
sion and streaming methods and sometimes error correcting
codes. In our system many streams that represent avatar
movement data, reconstructed 3D audio and reconstructed
3D visual data are present. This makes achieving appropri-
ate Quality of Service more difficult for two reasons. First,
the QoS requirements, related to user perception and effi-
cient data representation/compression are understood less
well and therefore still ambiguous. Second, interference be-
tween streams can be an issue if high volume 3D visual data
is sent to the network in an uncontrolled manner. In such a
case network congestion degrades the audio quality.
To address these streaming issues, we developed a generic
framework that handles all streams jointly before sending
packets to the network. In case packet loss and delay in-
crease at the receiver due to congestion, the outgoing visual
data-rate is decreased to protect the audio and other loss
sensitive data such as avatar movements. This works well,
Figure 6: Streaming System for scheduling and pri-
oritization
as a slight degradation of the visual quality or visual frame
rate is generally preferable to having interruptions in an on-
going audio conversation. Due to flexibility of this com-
ponent, other streaming policies can easily be added when
QoS requirements for 3D tele-immersive streams are better
understood. These requirements can be obtained by pilot
user studies or from existing perceptual models based on the
properties of the media representation. Fig. 6 illustrates the
network stream prioritization component. The main sub-
components are the incoming and outgoing streams that are
stored in their respective tables Itable and OTable. The
incoming streams (inputstream), allow a media frame to be
retrieved from a sequence of received packets via the defined
pull frame function. The outputstream on the contrary cre-
ates a sequence of packets from a compressed media frame
via the defined pushframe function. Packets are received
through the UDPSrc, which forwards received packets to the
respective input stream stored in the ITable de-multiplexing.
The UDPSink reads packets from the queue generated by
push frame in each Outputstream, and controls the outgo-
ing data rate and stream prioritization by sending packets in
at adjusted rates to the network. In this system, we assign
extra priority and send bandwidth to the audio and position
data streams. Contrary to systems based on the Real-Time
Protocol, UDP and Real-Time Control Protocol, this sys-
tem uses only one UDP port instead of using different UDP
port numbers for each media and control stream. The ad-
vantage of multiplexing all streams over one port is that it is
easier to manage the incoming and outgoing data, requires
only one firewall port to be opened and avoids possible con-
flicts between assigned ports. The component also has an
instance of the virtual Clock (Time Client) described in sec-
tion 3.1, that it uses to write synchronized timestamps to
the packets. Moreover, it has a mediaSync component that
is described in the next section that is used to synchronize
streams that are coming from the network.
3.3 Intra- and Inter- Media Stream Synchro-
nization
Over the years, many techniques to achieve intra- and inter-
media synchronization in various network conditions have
been developed. They are mostly concerned with intra-
stream synchronization which implies recovering the original
temporal ordering of a frames in a single media stream and
inter-stream synchronization which implies recovering syn-
chronization between two different streams. A recent survey
on media synchronization in packet networks was given in
Figure 7: Streaming System for scheduling and pri-
oritization
[3] which includes most inter-stream synchronization algo-
rithms up to 2009.
To achieve intra stream synchronization of the 3D Audio
stream, we implemented a jitter buffer that stores audio
frames received from the network. Only when the num-
ber of frames is above the start threshold, frames will start
to be passed to the rendering engine. On the other hand,
when the buffer contains only starve < start frames, it will
stop passing frames to the render system that will render
silence instead. In the mean time, the number of frames
in the jitter buffer will increase to start frames, when ren-
derer starts rendering again. As the renderer renders at the
same fixed rate, corresponding to the frame rate for cap-
turing the audio, intra-stream synchronization is achieved.
In the current implementation we chose starve to be two
20 ms PCM sampled audio frames (40 ms of audio) and
start to be 4 PCM samples of 20 ms (80 ms). In general
such delays are considered acceptable for voice conversa-
tions. In this 3D tele-immersive system, multiple incoming
and outgoing streams have to be synchronized (inter-stream
synchronization). The most common method for synchro-
nization of multiple streams is to buffer frames while they
are received from the network and only render them when
the timestamps of each of the media frames of the differ-
ent streams are aligned within the synchronization margin.
The synchronization component synchronizes multiple me-
dia streams independent of the sample-rate based on the
monitoring of frame arrivals of the master stream. Be-
fore we continue discussion of this component, we define
a few useful terms, the master-selection policy refers to the
method that is used to select the master stream, which is the
stream to which other streams are actively synchronized.
The re-synchronization policy refers to the method of re-
synchronizing the non-master, i.e., slave streams actively to
the master stream. Possible re-synchronization policies in-
clude skipping or delaying frames or changing the playout
rate or freezing frames. In the current system, we set the
visual stream with reconstructed geometry (point cloud, tri-
angle mesh), to be the master-stream (fixed master selection
policy), as these frames generally experience a higher net-
work delay than the audio frames due to its high volume. In
this case, audio frames can be delayed to match the delay of
the visual stream. For each received mesh frame, both cap-
ture and reception times (on the scale of the global virtual
clock implemented in defined in 3.1) are stored. Based on
this data, an average delay is computed, that is increased
with a small extra delay for the buffer (range of 10-50ms).
Then based on the estimate (currently a moving average
over the last 5 frames), the slave streams are delayed (or
skipped), to match the master stream. The procedure of
master stream selection and re-synchronization is illustrated
in figure 7.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
With the ever increasing availability of high powered com-
puters, high-speed broadband and low-cost 3D capture and
rendering technologies, truly immersive online interactions
are becoming more of a reality. An architecture for net-
working and Binaural spatial Audio in Virtual environments
with bandwidth savvy streams has been presented in this pa-
per. Based on affordable and readily available technology,
such technology could already been successfully deployed
and provide 3D audio experience. The feeling of 3D immer-
sion in the visual environment is thus complemented with
spatialized 3D audio from all participants with considera-
tion of the acoustics of the geometry of the virtual room.
Specific synchronization mechanisms are important, as de-
synchronization possibly directly affects the spatial audio
experience, we outlined the approach taken in this immer-
sive framework based on a virtual clock with a PTP like pro-
tocol. Moreover, a more flexible network streaming engine
has been implemented in order to coordinate the real-time
and bandwidth constraint streams for the diverse media data
such as reconstructed 3D, video, motion and spatial audio.
The presented audio subsystem can be also extended by
adding room acoustic simulation (based on room geometry)
or implementing dedicated reverb; this helps to enhance even
more the sense of immersion and the “coherence” with the
virtual environment. In this scenario will be also interesting
to evaluate the possibility of using codings that allows to
stream compressed audio and add metadata that enable the
reconstruction of the 3D scene at the receiver side such as
VBAP (see [11]) or DReaM [7]. Another critical aspect for
the correct perception of 3D audio is related to the individ-
ualization of the HRTF’s (Head Related Transfer Function)
set. Given the variability in shapes of human ears each sub-
ject is “tuned” for listening through is own. In the context of
the proposed framework, where reconstruction of avatars is
already taken into account, if a sufficient resolution it is pos-
sible to think about individualization based on image analy-
sis or anthropometric features computed from the acquired
images.
The next steps in the development process will involve the
feasibility of finding appropriate ways of splitting the ren-
dering pipeline to exploit the computational power available
in a client-server infrastructure (or in the cloud) in order to
support a large number of simultaneous users. Achieving
realtime rendering for multiple users is one of the key re-
quirements and the effort will be to define and implement
efficient strategies for coding and transmitting data over the
network preserving synchronization. We can also mention
that further investigations are currently carried out in com-
puting 3D Audio on GPUs (Graphic Processing Units) as
well as efficient algorithms for computing room acoustic.
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